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Abstract 
Multiple comparisons with a control procedure (MGCP) is widely applied to 
analyze experimental results in medicine, agriculture, and many other scientific 
areas. In particular, researchers often encounter situations that require statistical 
tools to compare various treatments. In some cases, the comparisons are between 
several active treatments and a control treatment. Dunnett (1955), Dunnett and 
Tamhane (1991) developed one-step and stepwise comparison procedures respec-
tively, comparing several treatments with one-way layout. Cheung and Holland 
(1991, 1992 and 1994) extended those procedures to multiple-group cases. How-
ever, those procedures rely on the assumption of homogeneous group variances. 
If the group variances are different, the procedures of Cheung and Holland (1991, 
1992 and 1994) will be inappropriate. In this thesis, we will extend both one-step 
and stepwise MCCPs to cope with heterogeneous group variances cases. More-
over, we will show that the procedures of Cheung and Holland (1991, 1992 and 
1994) are inappropriate when group variances are heterogeneous. Under such 
circumstances, the familywise Type I error rate will be inflated to a relatively 
unacceptable level. An extensive simulation study is conducted to reveal the 
power of various procedures. Finally, our proposed procedures are illustrated by 
numerical examples from medical studies. 
ii 
摘要 




Dunnett and Tamhane (1991)分別發展出一因子（one-way layout)的一級 
(one-step)和級進（stepwise)的比較程序 ° Cheung and Holland (1991, 1992 
和1994)把上述程序擴展至多組的情況上。然而，上述程序只限於均一組 
別方差(homogeneous group variances)的情況，若各組別間的方差是不同 
的 ’ Cheung and Holland (1991，1992和1994)的方法便不適用。本論文將 
會把一級和級進的比較程序擴展至異類組別方差(heterogeneous group 
variances)的情況。此外’我們會證明 Cheung and Holland (1991, 1992 和 
1994)的方法在異類組別方差的情況下是不適用的；在該情況下，以「比 
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1.1 Multiple Comparison Procedures 
Multiple Comparison Procedures (MCP) is a powerful tool for comparing 
different treatments in an experiment. It is widely used in medicine, agricul-
ture, etc. Hochberg and Tamhane (1987) define the term "Multiple Comparison 
Procedures" as statistical procedures that are “designed to take into account and 
properly control the multiplicity effect through some combined or joint measure of 
erroneous inferences”. There are various types of MCP such as pairwise compar-
isons and multiple comparisons with a control. In this thesis, we will focus on 
multiple comparisons with a control. 
As illustrated by Dunnett (1955), in many circumstances, it is desirable to 
include a control in the experiment in the form of a dummy treatment. Thus 
we can compare whether a certain treatment is better with respect to the con-
trol treatment. For example, an agronomist can leave several plots untreated for 
comparison of the effects on crop yield with the plots treated with a particular 
chemical, and a pharmacologist can measure the response of a control drug prepa-
ration of known potency with the test samples in order to estimate the potencies 
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of the test samples. 
There are two groups of MCP: one-step procedures and stepwise procedures. 
With respect to multiple comparisons with a control procedures (MCCP), Dun-
nett (1955) develops a one-step procedure. However, the procedure developed 
by Dunnett (1955) is limited to one-factor models. Cheung and Holland (1991, 
1992) extend the Dunnett's procedure to cases with multiple groups. Details 
about one-step MCCP will be discussed in Section 1.2. 
For stepwise procedures, there are two different classes: step-up and step-down 
procedures. Hochberg and Tamhane (1987) state that a step-up procedure starts 
testing all minimal hypotheses and then step up through the set of implying 
hypotheses. If any hypothesis is rejected, then all of the implying hypotheses 
will be rejected without further testing. Step-down procedure tests all maximal 
hypotheses first. All of the implying hypotheses will be retained if any hypothesis 
is not rejected. Further discussions will be given in Section 1.3. 
1.2 One-step MCCP 
Given a one-factor fixed-effect model, Dunnett (1955) develops a procedure 
for comparing c treatments with a control. Suppose there are rij observations, 
for each j = 0,1, . . . , c , where j = 0 denotes the control treatment. Let N 
be the total sample size and Xjk be the k-th observation in the j-th treatment 
U = 0, 1’. . . ’ c; /c = 1，…，rij) such that 
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where fij is the mean of the j-th treatment and is the variance. Let the j-th 
sample mean be Xj. Thus we have 
几j 
Let (5"2 be the unbiased estimator of cr^ , independent of Xj. Usually = s^ 
where 
The test statistics for comparing c treatments are 
Tj=产-叉。， (1.1) 
叫 Ylrij + l/riQ 
j = 1 ,…，c. For one-sided simultaneous confidence intervals, the 100(1 — a)% 
simultaneous lower confidence intervals of — /iq are 
� -o o , {Xj - Xo) + + l /^o) 
for j = 1, • • •, c, where IZc is a correlation matrix containing all the correlations 
among the statistics Ti, T2, • • •, Tc and t(i,Q,c,iv,7ec) is chosen such that 
< 亡(l’a，c’"’兄c)’ T2 < �l，a,c’"’7^c)，…,^c < t(l’a’c’"’7^c)) = 1 — 0；. (1.2) 
Similarly, upper 100(1 - a)% simultaneous confidence intervals are 
-叉 0 ) -力 ( i ’ a ’ c， "’尺 c ) �I M + 1/^0, oo夕• 
For two-sided inferences, the simultaneous confidence intervals of /i^  —人are 
文j -叉0 士 + I/^Iq, j = 1, . . • , C. 
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The value of �2’a，c’",尺c) is chosen such that 
< �2’a’c，"’7^ c)’ 1^ 2! < (^2,Q,c,^ /,7^ c), . • . , |了c| < t{2,a,c,u,nc)) 二 1 — (1.3) 
Moreover, the left-hand side of (1.2) can be written as 
P = P�qi < t(l,a,c，iy,Kc)U, q2 < t(l，a’c’"’7^ c)W, . • . ’ Qc < 亡(l’a’c,"’冗。）") 
roo 
=)o F(t(i’a,c,i^;jZc)U, t(l,a,c,u,TZc)U, " ' ' , t^l,a,c,u,nc)U)g{u)du 
where ？i = a/cr 
q. 二 (叉j - 叉 0 ) [ … - M o ) 
(J^l/uj + 1/no 
and F(-) is the c.d.f. of the multivariate standard normal with correlation IZc 
and g{u) is the p.d.f. of u. Similarly, the left-hand side of (1.3) can be written as 
P =尸 ( I仍 I < h2,a,c,iy,TZc)U, < . • • ’ kc| < 力(2’a’c,"’尺 
roo 
= / Z(2，a,c’"’^ c)%--.’ t{2,a,c,u,TZc)^)g{u)du J u 
where G(.) is the c.d.f. of the absolute multivariate standard normal with corre-
lation IZc-
Cheung and Holland (1991, 1992) extend the procedure of Dminett (1955) 
to two-factor models. In a two-factor design (say factors A and B), multiple 
comparisons with a control of a factor are conducted for each level of another 
factor, at the same time maintaining a designated overall Type I error rate. For 
illustration, let us consider the following example. Five new drugs (factor A) are 
available to compare with a control treatment to treat hypertension. Both male 
and female patients (factor B: sex) are selected as subjects for the experiment. 
If there is interaction effect between factors A and B, it is reasonable to perform 
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comparisons of drugs seperately for male and female patients, yielding altogether 
10 comparisons. As argued by Cheung and Holland (1994), from the perspective 
of a particular patients, the relative family of hypotheses probably consists only 
of those relating to the patient's gender, but from the perspective of a medical 
researcher who is equally interested in treatments efficacy for both genders, the 
relevant family may consist of all comparisons within either gender. 
Suppose there are r groups (r levels of factor B). Within each group, there 
are c treatments (excluding the control). Let the observations be 
X i j i / 化 ( 1 . 4 ) 
for i = 1’ …，r; j = 0，1’ …’ c; k = 1，…’ Uij. The index j = 0 denotes 
the control treatment while Uij denotes the number of observations of the j-th 
treatment in the z-th group. For simultaneous testing of null hypotheses 
Hoij • IMj = IMq 
against 
H'uj : fMj + IMQ (1.5) 
for two-sided tests, and 
Huj : IMj < IMq (1.6) 
or 
Hiij ： iMj > Mzo (1-7) 
for one-sided tests, where z = 1, • • •, r, j = 1, • • •, c, the test statistics are respec-
tively 
— ^ i j — ^iO ,1 ON 
D询 一 S\ll + 1 (1.8) 
V "•iO riij 
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for one-sided tests, and 
_ I兄广兄。| 
D五3 - s j l + 1 (1.9) 
V "io riij 
for two-sided tests. The null hypothesis Hoij will be rejected if 
D2ij > (ha 
for two-sided tests, where d2a satisfies the following: 
p {D2ij < d2a, i = l ’ . . - , r ; j = l , . . . ， c ) = l —a. (1.10) 
And for one-sided tests, reject the null hypothesis Hoij if 
Duj < -d ia and Duj > (ha 
for the one-sided alternatives (1.6) and (1.7) respectively, where dia satisfies 
p {Duj < dia, •i = 1’...，r; j = 1’. . . ’ c) = 1 一 a. (1.11) 
The computational details of d2a and dia can be found in Cheung and Holland 
(1992). 
The two-sided simultaneous 100(1 — a)% confidence intervals are given by 
- - ^ r i r~ 
(Xij — Xio) 士 — I — 
V nij Uio 
for alH = 1, • • •, r; j 二 1’ …，c. For one-sided inferences, the lower and upper 
simultaneous 100(1 — a)% confidence intervals are respectively 
( -00 , {Xij - Xio) + diaO-W— + — I 
V \l riij riioj 
and 
/ _ A n r \ 
(^i j — ^io) — diaOrA 1 , OO . 
V V � 几iO / 
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It is obvious that when r = 1，the procedures of Cheung and Holland (1991， 
1992) will be reduced to the procedures of Dunnett (1955). 
For pairwise multiple comparisons in a two-way design with homogeneous 
group variances, one can read Cheung and Chan (1996) whereas for heterogeneous 
group variances, the methodology is reported by Cheung, Wu and Quek (2003). 
1.3 Stepwise MCCP 
There are two types of stepwise procedures. However, in this thesis we will only 
consider step-down procedures. Step-down procedures had been developed based 
on the closure method of Marcus, Peritz and Gabriel (1976). However, their step-
down procedures generated from the closure method is quite complicated. Later, 
Holm (1979) develops a generalized sequentially rejective Bonferroni test with a 
multiple level of significance a which is based on the Boole's inequality. In terms 
of implementation, Holm's procedure is quite straight forward. Let Hqi,…,Hok 
be the null hypotheses to be tested and pir - - ,Pk be the corresponding p-values. 
The procedure of Holm (1979) is as follows: 
1. Arrange p-values such that the ordered p-values are p � < 风2) < • • • < p � 
with corresponding null hypotheses 丑(oi),...,丑(ofc). 
2. For j = 1, reject 丑卯）if p � < a/k; otherwise retain all the hypotheses 
without further testing. 
3. Repeat Step 2 for j = 2 and reject i/(02) if 厂⑵ < a/{k-l)] otherwise retain 
all the hypotheses without further testing. The procedure terminates when 
we find the smallest integer j in 1, • • •, /c such that 
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V{3) > OL/{k-j + l). Hence we reject 丑(01)，... ’ 丑(oj—i) and retain 力’...， 
丑(OA：) without further testing. 
This procedure is more powerful than the classical Bonferroni test. It is be-
cause the classical Bonferroni test uses a fixed critical value a/k to compare with 
all p-values while a set of ascending order of critical values that are larger than 
a/Zc are used in Holm (1979) procedure. 
For MGCP, Dunnett and Tamhane (1991) develop a step-down testing proce-
dure in a one-way layout. The Dunnett and Tamhane (1991) step-down procedure 
is as follows. 
Suppose that there are c treatments and 
叉 ) . = + £ 〜 - N i l ^ A (1.12) 
k=l 
where j = 0,1’. •., c, j = 0 denotes the control treatment. The test statistics 
are stated in (1.1). The correlation between Tj^  and Tj^  is pj^j^ = Xj^Xj ,^ where 
= y^jjirij, +no) for 1 < ji ^ j2 < c. Without loss of generality, let 
the alternative hypotheses be one-sided for explanatory purposes. Therefore, the 
hypotheses Hoj : fij = jiq are tested against Hij : jij > jiq. The test statistics will 
be the same as (1.1) under the null hypotheses. The testing steps are: 
1. Arrange the observed test statistics in ascending order as ！^⑴ < 力� < • • • < 
t{c) with the corresponding hypotheses ff(oi),丑(02)，.. • ’ 丑(oc). 
2. Start testing with the largest statistic 亡⑷’ reject ff(oc) if i(c) > �i，a’c,"’尺c). 
Otherwise, we retain all the hypotheses without further testing. 
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3. Repeat Step 2 with 亡(卜1) and reject H^o,c-i) if t(c-i) > 亡(1’《’卜1,兄。—i); oth-
erwise retain all the hypotheses without further testing. The procedure 
terminates when we find the largest integer m in 1, • • • ,c such that < 
t{i,a,m,u,nm)- Hence we retain .. •， H — and reject //(o’m+i)’...’丑(oc) 
without further testing. 
The details about the computation of 亡(i’a，c，"’兄。）can be found in Dunnett and 
Tamhane (1991). Notice that the procedure of Dunnett and Tamhane (1991) is 
more powerful than the procedure of Holm (1979) and the single-step procedure 
of Dunnett (1955). Also this procedure controls the familywise Type I error rate 
(FWE) at level a. 
Dunnett and Tamhane (1992) developed a step-up procedure for MCCP. It 
is more powerful than the step-down procedure (Dunnett and Tamhane, 1991). 
However, the difference in power is not too significant. Nevertheless, the com-
plexity to obtain the critical values does not provide a strong justification for 
its adoption as an alternative to the step-down procedure. Hence, the step-up 
procedure will not be discussed in this thesis. 
For multi-factor designs, Cheung and Holland (1994) extend the Dunnett 
and Tamhane (1991) procedure. It is well-known that in general there is a lack 
of methodologies to obtain confidence intervals with stepwise procedures (see 
for example Hochberg and Tamhane (1987)). However, if testing is the major 
objective of the experiment, stepwise procedure provides a better solution because 
it is normally more powerful. 
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Both step-down procedure of Dunnett and Tamhane (1991), and Cheung and 
Holland (1994) had been found not able to control the familywise error rate in 
some cases and an adjustment is required (Liu, 1997). 
1.4 Thesis Objectives 
The objective of this thesis is to develop a stepwise MCCP in a two-way layout 
with heterogeneous group variances. In Chapter 2’ one-step MCCP with unequal 
group variances will be reviewed. This procedure is given by Quek (1999). In 
Chapter 3，we will discuss similar procedures, but using the stepwise method. An 
extensive simulation study will also be given. For illustrative purpose, an example 




One-step MCCP with 
Heterogeneous Group Variances 
2.1 The Model 
The basic idea reviewed in this Section is the work of Quek (1999). Similar 
to Cheung and Holland (1991, 1992), suppose there are r groups and within each 
group, c treatments comparing with a control. Instead of assuming homogeneous 
group variances, let 
X幻：id风叫仏 (2.1) 
i.e. the variances are different among groups. In fact, unequal group variances 
are more popular in clinical studies. Let be an unbiased estimator of af. 
1 "•ij 
Define % = — — ^ Xijk as the unbiased estimator of the population mean of 
�k = i 
the j-th treatment in the z-th group. Hence, 
兄 /M n (〜， i ) . (2.2) 
Let a? be an unbiased estimator of af, which is independent of for i = 
c 
1’ • •.，r, and i^iaf/af �x ^ with degrees of freedom 二 叫j. - ( c+ 1). 
3=0 
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2.2 Test Statistics 
For all i = 1, • • •, r; j = 1, • • •, c, the inference problems are finding rc 
simultaneous confidence intervals of 
IMj — fMo (2.3) 
and simultaneous testing of rc hypotheses 
^oij • IMj = IMq (2.4) 
against 
H'uj : IMj + IMq (2.5) 
for two-sided tests, or 
Hiij ： Hij > IMq (2.6) 
or 
Huj ： iiij < imq (2.7) 
for one-sided tests. 
To perform the inferences related to (2.3) and (2.4), use the statistics 
M , , = (兄 -产。 )一 ("”•-"仍) (2.8) 
o小ha + 1/riio 
for one-sided inferences, and 
《 = K ^ j - 叉 仍 ) - - M l (2.9) 
+ 1/nio 
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for two-sided inferences. The correlation between Xij^ - Xio and Xij^ - Xio, 
1 < < h < c is A(jij2) = KMh^ where 
K = \ l , 口 广 • , r ; j = 1’ • • . , � • (2.10) 
V ^ij + ^io 
To perform simultaneous inferences, we need to compute r upper percentage 
points 7Tii(a, r, c, " i ,尺 fo r one-sided inferences and m ; ( � ’。 ， f o r two-sided 
inferences such that 
P � M i j < c ,尺 0 ) = < m;(a’ 厂,,内，兄》=1 — a, (2.11) 
for all i = 1’ •..，r; j = 1’...，c, where the set 1Zi comprises the c parameters 
{bij, j = lr--,c}. 
For the evaluation of m'如’ r, c,兄《)，note that when familywise error rate is 





Pi = P i ^ l j < 饥如,r, c , � 7^小 j = 1，. ••’ c). (2.13) 
Assume each group has the same Type I error rate. Then for the ^ th group, 
Pi = {l- (2.14) 
for i = 1’. • •，r. Thus the familywise Type I error rate for each group is given by 
tti = 1 -（1 - a)i"， i = l, .••,�. (2.15) 
The arguments (2.12) to (2.15) are the same for evaluating mi except M-^ and m[ 
are replaced by Mij and rui respectively in (2.13). Define Ui = Oijai, where 
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叫 �y j x l j ^ i and g{ui) as the pdf of m. Furthermore, m ' 认『，力’ t^ .^  and 
爪i(a’ r, c, Ui, TZi) will be abbreviated by m- and m^ respectively hereafter when-
ever it is clear in the context. Hence according to Cheung and Holland (1992), 
(2.13) can be written as 
Pi = < m；; j = l , . . . ’ c ) 
= L P , , 1 , �r U i ; ：) 二 l , . � c g{ui)dui 
•^� L aiy/l/nij + l/riio � 
•/O \ - bl ) \ - bl 乂」 J 
(2.16) 
where (f){z) and are the pdf and cdf of the standard normal random variable 
respectively. The r upper percentage points m[ can be computed by solving the 
following r equations 
f l �r t K ^ i ^ ) � • 她 1 7 � \ y r r ^ J V y r ^ 力外 严 
= ( 1 - 0 0 " : (2.17) 
f o r a l l i = 1 ,…， r . 
For one-sided inferences, 
Pi = P{Mij < rrii- j = l，...，c) 
广 D 偶 — ^io) (^ij - IMO) z . 1 1 , � j 
= / 厂 / I , < UiTTii; = 1，. • •, C g[ui)dui 
•^� L Oi^l/riij + l/riiQ J 
= 转 ― ( 2 . 1 8 ) 
By solving the r equations 
柳 = (1 —…斤， ( 2 . 1 9 ) 
3 V ij 
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the r upper percentage points rui can be computed. A Fortran subroutine pro-
vided by Cheung and Holland (1992) is used for computing upper percentage 
points throughout this thesis. 
2.3 Testing and Estimation 
For two-sided inferences, given r upper percentage points m-, the rc 100(1 - a ) % 
simultaneous confidence intervals are 
i^ij - ^io) 土 m[ai^Jl/nij + 1 〜 ’ (2.20) 
for a l l � =1’...， r ; j = 1’... ’ c，with simultaneous coverage probability at least 
1 - a . Each hypothesis in (2.4) is rejected if and only if for alH = 1, • • •, r; j = 
1，…，c， 
Xij — XnQ / 
. / 二 > 讯i, (2.21) 
(^iyj^/nij + l/riio 
with family wise Type I error rate a . 
For one-sided inferences, the upper and lower 1 0 0 ( 1 c o n f i d e n c e intervals 
are respectively 
( ( ^ u - ^io) - miaiy/ l /mj + l/mo, oo) ’ （2.22) 
and 
/ _ / \ �-00，{Xij - Xio) + m i a i ^ l / u i j + l / m ^ j ’ （2.23) 
for all z = 1, • • • ,r ; = 1，...，c with simultaneous coverage probability at least 
I — a. Each hypothesis in (2.4) is rejected if 
Xij — Xio / . Xij — Xio / . ^ ^ 
/ ； = < -爪i and ” > 771^ , (2.24) 
+ l/riio ^iyjl/riij + 1/n 仍 
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for one-sided alternatives (2.7) and (2.6) respectively, for all i = 1,…’ r•； j = 
1，…’c with FWE； a : . ， ： ^ ^ ^ : : . : , � 
： 萝 多 ^ ^ ^ P ^ ^ f e : : : . � 
蠻 : . 麵 
h i 禪 ： 
.年了：’ . i l e t e r o g e i ^ o \ m G r o n u � “ . r i r i K x i i 
；； 藝 … ： : 
^ ：-^ .：；- ：：： . . 爹 ： 風 : : : ” .. 
.广I:.:�.:..,- . j i ; ， 似 • ( 冬 邊 ， 辆 . • 
念 ’ 售 . : . : : . 《 ” 餅 . • 丨 ： 禽 〜 巧 ： ： . . 
..... . . • . . . � . 
-'.'-'"i ‘ • . 1 "v ‘ , . •.丄. ... ‘一、/, Vl �•. ，卜，，*“:J.� C 
Chapter 3 
Stepwise MCCP with 
Heterogeneous Group Variances 
3.1 The Model 
Similar to (2.1), consider the model 
足 计 《 化 ( 3 . 1 ) 
for i = 1’. . . ’ r; j 二 0，1’ • •., c; k = 1’...，mj. Let af be an unbiased es-
timator of af and af = sf such that i^iaf/af �x ^ with degrees of freedom 
c 1 riij 
二 E Uij. - (c + 1). Define % = — — ^ xijk as the unbiased estimator of the 
j=o ^ij k=l 
population mean iMj which is independent of s?. Hence 
(3.2) 
3.2 Testing Procedure 
The stepwise MCCP procedure with heterogeneous group variances is a hybrid 
of the method of Quek (1999) and Dunnett and Tamhane (1991). With a given a 
level, the familywise error rate is "partition" among the groups. Hence for each 
group z, the hypotheses {^oii, Hoi2,..., ^oic} are being tested with overall Type 
17 
I error rate 
ai = l - { l -
The testing of this set of hypotheses {Hon,丑(H2, .. •’ H Q I C } is conducted by the 
stepwise MGCP method of Dunnett and Tamhane (1991). Therefore, for group 
h the testing is implemented with a set of critical values for each group which 
are monotonically increasing with Qi (the number of remaining hypotheses to be 
tested in group z), i.e. 
‘ / ”Moh, 1’ Qi-l, Ui, TZi) s 1’ Qi, Ui, TZi) 
for two-sided tests and 
爪如i，1’ —1’ i^i, Ui) < 爪i(CH’ 1, qi,,々，Hi) 
for one-sided tests with 饭=2, • • •, c. 
3.3 Simulation Study 
In order to investigate the performance of our proposed methods, we have 
to launch an extensive simulation study. So far, we have four testing procedures 
related to MCCP in a. two-way layout: 
CHI Single-step procedure with homogeneous variances assumption (Cheung and 
Holland (1992)). 
CH2 Step-down procedure with homogeneous variances assumption (Cheung and 
Holland (1994)). 
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SS Single-step procedure with heterogeneous group variances assumption (Chap-
ter 2). 
SW Step-down procedure with heterogeneous group variances assumption (Sec-
tion 3.2). 
There are two major objectives of the simulation study. They are: 
1. To show the inappropriateness of CHI and CH2 when group variances are 
different. When the homogeneous group variances assumptions is violated, 
both CHI and CH2 procedures will not be able to control FWE at a desig-
nated level. That is, these two procedures are no longer conservative. The 
inadequacy of CHI and CH2 in such cases is the motivation of this thesis. 
2. Compare the SS and the SW procedures and investigate whether the SW 
procedure is more powerful than the SS. At the same time, study whether 
the FWE is being controlled at the pre-determined level. 
3.3.1 Average power 
111 order to compare power, a concise definition of power is required because 
ill multiple comparisons, there are various possibilities to define power. 
In MCP, it is very difficult to define power of a test clearly. If there is only one 
hypothesis, the conventional definition of power is the chance of rejection of the 
null hypothesis given that it is false. But in MCP, there are many null hypotheses 
to be tested simultaneously so that the power of MCP is more complicated. In 
this thesis, we adopt a popular calibration of power, "average power" • According 
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to Chua (1999), average power is the expected proportion of rejection among 
false hypotheses. Throughout the simulation study, we compute average power 
as follows. Define the following notations: 
ris = number of simulations in a certain MCP; 
Ea = proportion of rejection of false hypotheses 
in the a—th simulation. 
The estimated average power of a MCP, denoted by tt, is defined as 
= 斤 Ea. (3.3) 
That means the average power is the proportion of rejecting false hypotheses in 
our simulation study. 
3.3.2 Familywise Type I error rate 
One of the important measurement of the quality of a MCP is its ability 
to control an overall Type I error. In out study, the FWE for each MCCP is 
computed. The estimation method is the same as the one given by Carmer and 
Swanson (1973). Suppose all the hypotheses are true. In each simulation, count 
the number of rejections s ,^ t = The familywise Type I error rate 
can be estimated as follows in mathematical form (provided by Chua (1999)), 
according to Carmer and Swanson (1973): 
1 ris 
Familywise Type I error rate = 一 (3.4) 
t=i 
where 1st = 0 if s^  = 0, = 1 if s^  > 0. 
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3.3.3 Simulation procedures 
All simulations studies are conducted with 100,000 replications, i.e. Ug = 
100’ 000. The a level is chosen to be 0.05. For simplicity and without lost of 
generality, take riij = n, i = 1, • • • ,r; j = 0, 1, • • • ,c. 
3.3.3.1 FWE of CHI and CH2 when group variances are heterogeneous 
We only report the simulation study for two-sided tests since similar results 
have been obtained for one-sided tests. Recall (1.9), the test statistics used in 
CHI and CH2 for two-sided tests with equal sample size. Assume model (3.1) 
with fiij = 0 and riij = n for all i and j. Then (1.9) can be written as 
_ — ^iO 
= 
CTi y n 
= � j �N ( 0 , 1 ) for all i, j) 
-喻 （3.5) 
The steps of simulation are: 
1. Simulate c + 1 random numbers Zij, where i = l，...，r; j — 0’ 1,••.，<:, 
from N(0,1) for each group. 
2. Simulate r random numbers Ri which are independent of Z^/s from x^ 
distribution with Ui degrees of freedom where is the degrees of freedom 
associated to s^ since UiSf/af � 
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3. Calculate S^ based on the fact that 
炉 〜 2 风 ， 
口 i=l 
r 
where " = ^ "i, and of to be discussed later. 
i=l 
4. Calculate (3.5) for i = 1,…’ r; = 1’ …’ c. Then there will be rc test 
statistics for each test. 
5. Perform CHI and CH2 and use (3.4) to estimate the FWE for CHI and 
CH2. 
3.3.3.2 Power and FWE studies of SS and SW 
In this section, we only report simulation study for one-sided tests since similar 
results are found for two-sided tests. Without loss of generality, suppose the null 
hypotheses (2.4) are tested against (2.6). So, the test statistics used in here are 
(2.8), with Model (3.1). Under null hypotheses, (2.8) can be written as 
— -
_ (J^ij — ^io) — {f-Hj 一 fMo) + ipij — 
= 
ai \ n 
_ (Xjj — Xjo) - (/ijj — fijo) + {iijj — iijo) (jj 
- � [ ^ � \ [ l 瓦 
ai \j n � 
_ 1 r {^ij — ^io) — (IMj — Mzo) 、！Mj - l^kpy 
= ^ ^ ^ s ^ 
= T ^ f t ( 匈 — 為 。 ( 3 . 6 ) 
I Y n 
where Zij �N ( 0 ’ 1)’ for i = 1 , . . . , r; j = 0, 1’..•，c. Let j i j = (fMj — IMq)/\[^ 
which is the non-central component. Mij is then simulated. Afterwards, the 
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average power and FWE can be computed accordingly. 
3.3.4 Choice of parameter configurations 
1. Number of groups (r): 2 and 3. 
2. Number of treatments (c): 3, 4 and 5. 
3. Degrees of freedom ⑷：60 and 100. 
4. Number of false (true) hypotheses 
(a) For FWE investigation, all null hypotheses are true where jiij = 0, i = 
j = 0, 
(b) For power studies of SS and SW, choose fiio = 0 for z = 1, • • •, r. Then 
for j + 0，the values of 飞j are selected as follows: 
• Set = 0(0.1)3. When 飞j = 0, it corresponds to the case that 
all hypotheses are true (Case 1). 
• Set = jX, A = 0.5(0.5)3; j = 1’.. •，c (Case 2). 
Therefore, Case 1 represents the situation where all true treatment 
means are equally different from control means. However, Case 2 rep-
resents the situation where the differences are not homogeneous. 
5. Group variances 
In this study, let of = 1 and when z = 2, • • •, r, let cr^  = i. When S = 
it corresponds to the case of homogeneous group variances. The values of 
S for our study are S — 1(0.1)3. 
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3.3.5 Simulation results 
3.3.5.1 FWE of CHI and CH2 when group variances are heterogeneous 
The simulated error rates when Ui = 60 and 100 are as shown in Fig. 3.1 and 
Fig. 3.2 respectively. Both degrees of freedom yield similar results. 
When S increases, the error rate increases for all combinations of groups and 
treatments. The FWE is less than 0.05 when 5 = 1, i.e. homogeneous group 
variances case. But the error rate exceeds 0.05 when J > 1 for increasing S with 
a very large departure from 0.05 (for instance, the FWE is 0.25603 when r = 3, 
c = Ui = 60). 
Also, the FWE increases when either r or c increases and S > 1. Both CHI 
and CH2 get identical FWE for all combinations as expected. 
From the results, we can see that both CHI and CH2 can control the FWE at 
0.05 only in homogeneous group variances case = 1). For heterogeneous group 
variances case > 1), both CHI and CH2 are not able to control the FWE at 
0.05 with larger FWE for increasing S. Therefore, for unequal group variances, 
we have to use the new methods proposed in this thesis. 
3.3.5.2 F W E control of SS and SW 
We find that for both 二 60 and 100，both SS and SW control FWE at 
0.05 for all combinations of groups and treatments. The error rates range from 
0.04411 to 0.04733 when Ui = 60. When ui = 100’ the error rates are in the range 
of 0.04335 - 0.04643. 
Similar to the results in 3.3.5.1, both SS and SW yield identical FWE for all 
r and c as expected. 
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Table 3.1: Simulated Familywise Type I Error Rates of SS and SW MCCPs When 
Null Hypotheses Are True 
lyj = 60 Vj 100 
r c SS SW r c SS SW 
2 3 0.04519 0.04519" 2 3 0.04615 0.04615" 
4 0.04522 0.04522 4 0.04518 0.04518 
5 0.04411 0.04411" 5 0.04335 0.04335~ 
3 3 0.04733 0.04733" 3 3 0.04643 Q.Q4643" 
4 0.04550 0.04550 4 0.04414 0.04414 
5 0.04517 0.04517" 5 0.04509 0.04509— 
3.3.5.3 Power comparison between SS and SW 
Figures 3.3 and 3.4 show the results of simulated average powers of SS and 
SW in Case 1. The results in Case 2 are given in Figures 3.5 and 3.6. 
From the graphs, we can find that the average power of SW is always larger 
than that of SS for all r and c in both Cases 1 and 2. Within each combination 
of r and c, the average powers of SS and SW get larger as 飞j increases. Similar 
results are obtained for both selected degrees of freedom. 
In Case 1，the differences in powers between SS and SW are not so obvious 
when 7ij < 1.5 for all r and c. However, when ^ij > 1.5, the differences become 
larger. Furthermore, average power decreases as r and c increase. 
Ill Case 2, average power decreases as r increases, but it increases as c in-
creases. The differences in power become obvious when A > 1.0. Other features 
are similar to that in Case 1. 
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3.3.6 Summary 
In both Sections 3.3.5.1 and 3.3.5.2, identical simulated FWE are obtained 
when comparing two procedures (CHI and CH2 in 3.3.5.1, SS and SW in 3.3.5.2). 
It is because when computing FWE, the critical values in stepwise procedures in 
the first step is the same as the critical value in the one-step procedure. Hence, 
logically, the FWEs for the two procedures have to be the same. 
According to the results in 3.3.5.1 and 3.3.5.2’ we can find that both CHI 
and CH2 cannot control the FWE when the group variances are heterogeneous. 
That means both CHI and CH2 are not recommanded when group variances are 
heterogeneous as the FWE will exceed nominal level. 
The results in 3.3.5.3 indicate that stepwise procedures (SW) is more powerful 
than one-step procedures (SS) as the simulated average power of SW is always 
greater than SS in both Cases 1 and 2 for all r and c. Besides, larger 飞j produces 
larger power in SW for each combination of r and c. Thus SW is recommanded 






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The following example is extracted from Dill et al. (2003), who studied the 
toxicity of decalin (decahydronaphthalene), which is widely used as an industrial 
solvent. The experiment consists of two groups, male and female rats. For each 
group, those rats are exposed in chambers with decalin of concentrations 0 (no 
decalin, the control treatment), 25, 50’ 100’ 200 or 400 ppm (parts per million) for 
inhalation. After 12 weeks, 10 of rats in each group and treatment are analyzed for 
their concetrations of protein, lactate dehydrogenase, etc. by collecting their urine 
samples. In this example, we extract a portion of data for analysis. The protein 
concentrations of the rats (measured in mg/dL) after treatment are examined. 
Table 4.1: Mean Protein Contents in Urine Samples of Male and Female Rats 
Exposed to Decalin for 12 Weeks 
Group (z) Expose concentration (ppm)  
0 ^ ^ ^ 400 
( j = 0) {j = 1) {j = 2) {j = 3) ( j 二 4) ( j ^ 5) 
Male [i = 1) O S E t I 1779 E ^ 1.63 
Female (z = 2) 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.10 0.08 0.09 
riij = 10, 2 = 1, 2； j = 0, I,---, 5 
al = 0.05752 
al = 0.0005667 
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Bartlett's test is performed to test the homogeneity of error variances of the 
six treatments (including the control) in each group and heterogeneity of group 
variances at o： = 0.05. By using this test, we conclude that there are no significant 
difference among the variances of the five treatments and the control treatment 
for each group (p-values are 0.5460 for male group and 0.5891 for female group). 
On the other hand, since p-value < 0.001 when testing heterogeneity of group 
variances, we conclude that the variances between the two groups are significantly 
different. Hence the SS and SW procedures are appropriate in this example. 
For illustration purpose, both SS and SW procedures are performed. With-
out any prior information, two-sided tests are conducted, i.e. we test the null 
hypotheses against (2.5). By using (2.9), the test statistics are computed and 
reported in Table 4.2. 
Table 4.2: Test Statistics in Table 4.1 under Null Hypotheses 
Group (i) Test statistics  
Male (?； 二 1) 2.3309 4.4752 5.2211 3.9158 3.7293 
Female (z = 2) 0 0 0.9393 0.9393 0 
In this example, r = 2, c = 5. The sample sizes riij = 10, i = 1, 2; j = 
0’ 1,…，5. The a-level of each group = 1 - (1 - 0.05)^/^ = 0.02532 and 
degrees of freedom of each group Ui = (10 - 1) x (5 + 1) 二 54’ for i = 1, 2. 
4.1 SS procedures 
To construct two-sided 95% simultaneous confidence intervals of differences 
between the control and treatment means, we have to compute critical values for 
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each group first. By using Fortran subroutine, the critical values for each group 
(for male rats) and m^ (for female rats) are both 2.86224. Using (2.20), the 
two-sided 95% simultaneous confidence intervals of each group are shown in Table 
4.3. 
Table 4.3: 95% Simultaneous Confidence Intervals for MCCP of Protein Concen-
trations of Male and Female Rats 
Group (z)  
Male {i = 1) Female {i = 2) 
/Ml — IMo (-0.057，0.57) (-0.030, 0.030) 
叫2 - IMo (0.17, 0.79) (-0.030, 0.030) 
- fMo (0.25, 0.87) (-0.020, 0.040) 
IM4 — IMo (0.11, 0.73) (-0.040, 0.020) 
fii5 - IMQ (0.09, 0.71) (-0.030, 0.030) 
A^ io = population mean of protein concentration under 0 ppm (control) of decalin in group i. 
fMi = population mean of protein concentration under 25 ppm of decalin in group i. 
= population mean of protein concentration under 50 ppm of decalin in group i. 
fJ'is = population mean of protein concentration under 100 ppm of decalin in group i. 
fii4 = population mean of protein concentration under 200 ppm of decalin in group i. 
/ii5 = population mean of protein concentration under 400 ppm of decalin in group i. 
From the table, we conclude that there are no significant differences in mean 
protein concentrations under all decalin concentrations from the control for female 
rats and 25 ppm decalin from the control for male rats. It is because those inter-
vals contain zero (see Table 4.3). If we perform SS procedures in each group, the 
same results hold as the test statistics of the corresponding treatments mentioned 
above are smaller than 2.86224 (see Table 4.2). 
4.2 SW procedures 
Consider the group corresponding to male rats. The SW procedures are 
performed as follows (at a = 0.05): 
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1. Arrange the test statistics in ascending order. In male rats, the order is 
(t(l), t(2), t ( 3 ) , 力 ( 4 ) , 力 ⑶ ) 二 ( 爪 ' 1 1 , 饥 ' 1 5 ， 饥 ' 1 4 , 肌 ' 1 2 ， 肌 ' 1 3 ) 
=(2.3309, 3.7293, 3.9158, 4.4752, 5.2211). 
2. Starting from the largest test statistic, t(5). By using Fortran subroutine, 
the critical value mi(o.o2532, i, 5’ 54, 7^ ,) = 2-86224. As t � > 2.86224，we 
reject the corresponding null hypothesis, //is = A^ io-
3. Repeat Step 2 by comparing 亡 � .N o w , we have to compute a new critical 
value m'i(0.02532，i, 4’ 4 5’ 7^ l) as there are only 4 hypotheses left. The new 
critical value is 2.81046, which is smaller than 力 � .T h i s implies that the 
null hypothesis of /nu 二 i^ io is rejected. 
4. Now, we compare 亡 � .I n this step, m'i(o.o2532’ i, 3’ 36’ 7^ l) = 2.74210. We 
/ 
reject the hypothesis /nu 二 fJ'io as 亡⑶ > ?ti^ o.o2532, i, 3’ 36, 7^ l)• 
5. Similar to the previous step, the hypothesis ",15 = fJ^ io is rejected as t � > 
爪'1(0.02532’ 1’ 2’ 27’ 兄i) = 2 . 6 4 0 2 5 . 
6. For the last test statistic, t(i), the new critical value 77/1(0.02532，1’ 1’ is, 7^l)= 
2.43891 > t(iy Thus we retain the hypothesis /an = /^ lo and terminate the 
procedure. 
For female rats, we can perform the above steps by using the same set of 
critical values. As the largest test statistics 777/23 二 爪'24 = 0.9393 are smaller than 
7Ti2(o 02532 1 5 54 712) ~ 2.86224，SO we rataiii all hypotheses in female rats without 
further testing. Therefore we obtain the same results as in SS procedures. 
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In this example, we use a set of descending critical values (2.86224, 2.81046, 
2.74210, 2.64025, 2.43891) in SW procedures in each group. Comparing with 
SS procedures, we use a fixed critical value 2.86224 in each group. Thus SW 




This thesis proposes two methods of multiple comparisons with a control when 
group variances are heterogeneous: one-step and step-down approaches. In such 
cases, the procedures of Cheung and Holland (1992, 1994) will not be appropriate 
as they cannot control the FWE at o；-level. According to the simulation results in 
this thesis, both proposed procedures control the FWE at a-level. But when the 
group variacnes are homogeneous, the procedures of Cheung and Holland (1992, 
1994) should be used since it should be more powerful. 
For future research, it is useful to develop procedures for situations where 
the normality assumption of Model (3.1) does not seem to be reasonable. In 
reality data arised from many experiments may not follow the normal distribution. 
Hence nonparametric methods will be more suitable tools. 
Another possible direction for related researches is to investigate the power 
functions of the procedures described in this thesis. It is important to work out 
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